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Let X be a non-reflexive Banach space and let B(X) denote the Banach 
algebra of all bounded linear operators on X. Wilansky [9] introduced two 
classes of subalgebras of B(X), (s2,} ,and {r,), defined as follows: 
f&,={T~B(x):T**w~w@8}, w E x**\8 
and 
I-, = {T E B(X): T**w E <w>}, w E x**. 
Brown and Cho [3] have studied the subalgebras Qm and I” in the case 
where X = c and shown that for w E c** \c^ all the algebras s;b are isomorphic 
and all the algebras I’, are isomorphic. Brown, Cass and Robinson [2] showed, 
inter alia, that in the case X = II , not all the algebras r, are isomorphic. In 
this paper the Stone-Tech compactification and the Riesz representation theorem 
are used to show that when X = II not all the algebras f&, are isomorphic. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a non-reflexive Banach space, and let B(X) denote the Banach 
algebra of all bounded linear operators on X with the norm given by 11 T 11 = 
sup{llTxII:Ilxll6l)forT~B(X). 
Wilansky [9] introduced two classes of subalgebras of B(X), {In,} and {r,), 
defined as follows: 
12R,={T~B(X):T**w~w@~} for w E X**\X 
and 
r, = {T E B(X) : T**w E <w)} for wEX**. 
Here X** is the second dual of X, X is the image of X under the natural em- 
bedding of X into X**, T** is the adjoint of the adjoint T* of T, w @ 2 = 
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{Aw + R: h is a scalar and REX}, and (w) = {hw: h is a scalar}. Since for 
T E B(X), we have T**(8) C X, we put Qa, = B(X) when w E X. 
Brown and Cho [3] had previously introduced these sub-algebras in the case 
where X = c, the Banach space of convergent sequences with ]I x 11 = 
sup,>, 1 x, ] for x E c. They proved inter alia, that if w, z E c**\& then Q,, is 
isomorphic to 9, and I’, is isomorphic to I’, . Brown, Cass and Robinson [2] 
extended the results in [3] with an arbitrary non-reflexive Banach space in place 
of c and showed in the case X = II, the Banach space of absolutely convergent 
series with 11 x 11 = C,“-, I xk I for x E Z, , that not all the algebras r, are iso- 
morphic. The analysis in [2] is not sufficiently sensitive to answer the question 
as to whether all the algebras & are isomorphic. In this paper we show that 
again in the case X = Z, , not all of the algebras Sz, are isomorphic. 
2. SOME PROPERTIFS OF fiN 
Let fiN denote the Stone Tech compactification of N, the set of natural 
numbers; and C(N) = 1, denote the Banach space of bounded complex valued 
functions defined on N with 11 x 11 = supnal 1 x(n)\ for x E C(N). Regarding x as a 
bounded sequence we shall also use the notation x = {xn} for x E C(N). 
Every x E C(N) can be (uniquely) extended to an element 5 of C@N), the space 
of continuous complex valued functions defined on jIN. To avoid excessive 
notation, we shall denote 2 again by x where no confusion can arise. 
If we make the customary identification of the points of /3N with the ultrafilters 
on N we have the following: 
IfECNandpEj?N, then EEpiffpEE. 
For a discussion of PN, the reader is referred to [5, 6, 8 or lo]. 
3. SOME PROPERTIES OF B(Z,) AND I,* 
Let e be the sequence {x,,} where x, = 1 for all n, and ek be the sequence lx,,} 
where xk = 1 and x, = 0 for tz # k. We make the usual identification of Z$ 
with Z, whereby f E Z$ is identified with the sequence {f(ek)} E 1, , so that 
Ilf II = swkh If(4L 
Using the Riesz representation theorem [7, Theorem 6.191 we obtain the 
following. For each f E I,* , there exists a unique regular Bore1 measure ZJ on /3N 
such that 
f(x) = J^BNxdp for xGZ,. 
Moreover Ilf II = II P II. 
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Every T E B(2,) is given by an infinite matrix (bnk} in the following manner; 
bnk = T,,ek, the nth term of the sequence Tek, 
for x E lr 
ad 11 TII = s”Pkh% 1 hk 1 < CQ. See [I, Page 1% 
The adjoint T* of T is an element of B(Z,) and is given by the transpose of the 
matrix of T. 
4. THE FUNCTIONAL x( T, p) 
The following lemma can be proved by a routine application of the Banach- 
Steinhaus theorem. 
LEMMA 1. Let T E B(l,) andput ank = Tnek. Then sup,al ~~~, 1 ank 1 < 00. 
LEMMA 2. Let T E B(l,) and let p be a regular Bore1 measure on fiN. Then 
& 1 ak ) < Co, Where ak = JBN Tekdp. 
DEFINITION. Let T E B(Z,) and p be a regular Bore1 measure on /IN. Define 
XV, 14 = i, Te 4 - kfl iN Tek 4. 
Lemma 2 shows that the series in (1) is convergent. 
Let A = (a&} be a conservative matrix, i.e., A E B(c), so that sup,~~~~~~ 
I ank I < co, 3 Ii%,, C& a,& = (Y and 3 lim,,, ank = ‘zk . The number 
x(A)=a--m kP1 0~~ is important in the theory of summability. In this case, 
we see that for a regular Bore1 measure p on /3N, we have 
x(4 II) = x(4 AN*>, 
where N* = /3N\N. This follows from the fact that 
5. THE SIJBALGEBRAS Q, IN B(Z,) 
Let p E N*. We use the notation Q, for the subalgebra Qao C B(Z,), where 6, 
denotes the unit point mass at p. 
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LFMMA 3. Let p E N* and suppose T E 9, so that TV&, = AS,, + j fm some 
h~@andy={y~}~l~. Tlrenh=~(T*,8~)andy,=Se~T*ekdS~. 
Proof. Let x E 1, . Then 
T**&,)(x) = 1 T*x d8,. 
BN 
and 
%(x) + 9(x) = h s,, x 4, + :I ~,cyIc 
Putting x = ek in (2) and (3) and equating the results, we obtain 




Putting x = e in (2) and (3), equating and using (4), we obtain 
A= L, T*e da, - iI iN T*ek 4 = XV*, %J. 
LEMMA 4. Supposep,qEN*andp#q. ThenQ,#l2~. 
Proof. Since p # q, there exists an infinite set E C N such that EC is infinite, 
E E p and EC E q. Arrange the elements of E and EC into two strictly increasing 
sequences nr < n, < *.a < n, < *.a and v1 < va < **- < vr < -*a respectively. 
Consider the matrix A = {ank} where ayln, = 1 and a,k = 0 otherwise. Then 
At = T E B(Z,) and A = T* E B&J. For x E 1, , &r(x) = CFaI a+xk = 0 
for I = 1, 2,... . Thus, since p E ,f?, we have JBN Axd8, = 0. Hence T**&,) = 0 
so that TEQ,. 
On the other hand, JBN Aed8, = 1 because A,,e = 1 and q EF, and 
JBN Aekd8, = 0 because the column limits of A are zero. Thus x(T*, 8,) = 
x(A, 6,) = 1. Using Lemma 3 we find that if T E s2, we must have the equation 
I Ax da, = I x d8, (5) BN BN 
satisfied for every x E I, . Upon taking x,? = 0 and xy, = 1 we obtain a sequence 
x E 1, for which SBN AxdS, = 0 because Ax = 0, and SBN xd8, = 1. Hence (5) is 
contradicted. Thus T g! Qg . 
THEOREM 1. Let X be a non-repexike Banach space and let w, z E X**\k 
If 4: Q, + 8, is an algebra isomorphism, thm there exists a linear homeomorphism 
T E B(X) such that 
4(U) = TUT-I for U E &. 
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This theorem is similar to [2, Theorem 91. We may use the proof of Theorem 2 
in [4] here because, as is easy to show, Q, contains all operators of rank 1 (in fact 
all weakly compact operators, since for a weakly compact operator U, 
U**(X**) C X) and the operator T is constructed from the values of 4 on the 
operators of rank 1. 
THEOREM 2. There are points w, z E II **\i, such that Q, is not algebraically 
isommphic to 52, . 
Proof. Choose p E N*. Theorem 1, in combination with the fact that 
operators on II are given by matrices, implies that 52, can be isomorphic to at 
most a continuum of other algebras 8, . On the other hand, since the cardinality 
of N* is 2” (see [8, page 71]), L emma 4 shows that the cardinality of the family 
{L&: w E Z**\&} is at least 2”. 
Of course there are many functionals in I,**\$ associated with measures not 
of the form 6,. We have made no study of such functionals here. 
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